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1 Introd uction

Edge clique graphs were introduced and first studied by Albertson and Col1ins

in 1984 [1]. Afterwards, a few papers have been written about the subject, as

those by Raychaudhuri [12,13], and Chartrand, Kapoor, McKee and Saba [2].

Some of the results concerning this class of graphs have been described by

McKee [9] and by Prisner in a survey on line graphs [11] and in the book

about graph operators [10] .It should be noted that these graphs were also

implicitly used by Kou, Stockmeyer and Wong, in 1978 [7] .

Although interesting results on this class have been reported, we did not

find any characterization of edge clique graphs for any non trivial special class

of graphs. Some partial results in this direction are as follows. If a graph is

chordal, so is its edge clique graph [1, 12, 13]. A similar property applies, if

the graph is strongly chordal [12], an interval graph [2] or a line graph [2, 13].

If i.I)( G) ::; 3 and G is planar, so is its edge clique graph [1] .Also, if X( G) ::; 3

and G is planar, then the edge clique graph of G is perfect [1]. Final1y, a

sufficient condition for a graph G, so that its edge clique graph remains in

the same class as G, has been presented in [13].

In this paper, we describe characterizations relative to edge clique graphs

and four subclasses of chordal graphs, namely starlike graphs, starlike-thresh-

old graphs, split graphs and threshold graphs. In addition, we solve the

inverse problem for these classes. The inverse problem for a given class C

consists of characterizing which are the graphs whose edge clique graphs

belong to C. Final1y, we also consider the problem of characterizing which

graphs of a given class are edge clique graphs. We solve this problem for

both starlike-threshold and split graphs.

Starlike graphs were introduced by Gustedt [6], split graphs by Fõldes

and Hammer [4], while threshold graphs were introduced by Chvátal and

Hammer [3]. Starlike-threshold graphs form a class between starlike and

threshold graphs, and they arise naturally when studying edge clique graphs

of threshold graphs. Split graphs and threshold graphs have been intensively
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studied. For example, see the books by Golumbic [5] and Mahadev and

Peled [8] .

G denotes an undirected graph, with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G).

For v E V(G), denote by NG(v) the set of neighbours of v in G, while
NG[v] = {v} U NG(v). When convenient, drop the index G of the notation.

If u, v E V(G) are neighbours, denote by uv the edge whose ends are u and

v. A vertex adjacent to no other vertex is called isolated. For S ç V( G), say

that S is a clique when S induces a complete subgraph in G. In special, if

N[v] is a clique, then v is a simplicial vertex. A maximal clique is one not

properly contained in any other. In case that S induces a subgraph with no

edges in G, then S is an independent set. On the other hand if ISI = (~) , for
some n = 0,1, ..., then S is a triangular subset and ISI a triangular number.

Let G be a graph. The edge clique graph, Ke(G), of G is the one whose

vertices are the edges of G, two vertices being adjacent in Ke(G), when the

corresponding edges of G belong to a same clique. A necessary condition

for a graph H to be the edge clique graph of some graph G is that all its

maximal cliques and intersections of maximal cliques ought to be triangular .

That is,

Proposition 1 ([1]) There exists a one-to-one correspondence between max-

imal cliques (intersections of maximal cliques) of G and H, whenever H =

Ke( G) .Moreover, if C is a maximal clique (intersection of maximal cliques)

of G, then the corresponding clique of H has size ('~I) .

An example of a graph (Figure 1) with triangular maximal cliques and

intersections of maximal cliques that is not an edge clique graph has been

described in [2] .

A graph G is starlike when there exists a partition C, D1, ..., D8 of its

vertices, such that C is a maximal clique and, for all u E Di, v E Dj, i #

j implies uv tt E(G), while if i = j, then N[u] = N[v]. In this case,

C, D1, ..., D8 is called a starlike partition of G. It follows that each Di is a
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Figure 1

clique contained in exactly one maximal clique Ci, and Di = Ci \ C. Through

this paper, C, C1, ..., C8 denote the maximal cliques of a starlike graph and

C, D1, ..., D8 the corresponding starlike partition of the graph.

A split graph is one whose vertices can be partitioned into a clique and

an independent set. It follows that if G is a split graph, then it is a starlike

graph, with a starlike partition C, D1, ..., D8, such that IDil = 1, 1 .:; i.:; s.

A starlike-threshold graph G is a starlike graph admitting an ordering of

its maximal cliques C, C1, ...C8, such that C n Ci ç C n Ci+l. By letting
Di = Ci \ C, the sequence C, D1, ..., D8 is a special starlike partition of G,

called starlike-threshold partition. In addition, if IDil = 1, G is a threshold

graph.
Section 2 presents some basic properties of edge clique graphs. The class

of starlike graphs is considered in Section 3, while starlike-threshold graphs

is the subject of Section 4. For the latter class, we show that the neces-

sary condition stating that the maximal cliques and intersections of maximal

cliques of H ought to be triangular is also sufficient. Section 5 considers split

and threshold graphs. Further, we formulate a characterization of the split

graphs which are edge clique graphs. Such graphs are shown to be quite

special, since each of them consists just of a triangular clique, together with

zero or more isolated vertices.

Finally, the theorem below describes a characterization of threshold graphs,

which will be used in the study of their edge clique graphs.

Theorem 1 ([3]) A graph G is a threshold graph if and only if G is both a

starlike-threshold and a split graph.
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2 Preliminaries

We describe some basic properties of edge clique graphs.

Let G be a graph. An edge component of G is a (not necessarily induced)

maximal subgraph G1 of G, in which for any pair of edges e, f E E(G1),

there exists a sequence of edges el, ..., ek E E(G1), such that el = e, ek = f

and ei, ei+l belong to a common clique of G. If G1 consists of a single vertex,

then it is called trivial. The set of non trivial edge components of G form a

partition of its edges. Say that G is edge connected when it has at most one

non trivial edge component.

Proposition 2 Let G be a graph. Then Ke(G) is connected if and only ifG

is edge connected.

Proof: Let H = Ke(G). Suppose that H is connected and G is not edge

connected. Let G1 and G2 be two distinct non trivial edge components of

G. Let H1, H2 be the subgraphs of H induced by the subsets of V(H)

corresponding to the edges of G1, G2 respectively. It follows that no vertex

of H1 has a neighbour in H outside H1, otherwise G1 can not be an edge

component of G. The same is true for H2. Hence H is disconnected, a

contradiction. Hence G must be edge connected.

Conversely, let G be an edge connected graph. If G consists solely of

trivial components there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, examine the unique

non trivial edge component G1 of G, while disregard the trivial ones. Let H1

be the subgraph of H induced by the subset of vertices of V(H) corresponding

to the edges of G1. For any pair of vertices e, f E V ( H 1) , there exists an

e -f path of H, since G1 is edge connected. Hence H1 is connected. Because
H = H1, the proposition follows. .

Moreover, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the edge compo-

nents of G and the connected components of I{e(G).

In the sequeI, we look at those edge clique graphs which are a collection

of disjoint complete graphs.
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A generalízed block graph is a graph whose edge components are complete

subgraphs.

Proposition 3 Let H = Ke( G) .Then G ís a generalízed block graph íf and

only íf H ís formed by a collectíon of vertex dísjoínt tríangular clíques.

Proof: Let G be a generalized block graph. As before, we disregard the

possible trivial components of G. By Proposition 2, there is a one-to-one

correspondence between edge components of G and connected components
of H = Ke(G). Consequently, each of the connected components of H must

be formed by a triangular clique.

Conversely, let H be a col1ection of vertex disjoint triangular cliques and
G a graph such that H = Ke(G). By Proposition 2, each of these triangular

cliques corresponds to an edge component Gi of G. By Proposition 1, Gi must

be a complete subgraph. Consequently, G is a generalized block graph. .

3 Star like Graphs

In this section, we study the characterization problems related to edge clique

graphs and starlike graphs. The fol1owing class of graphs wil1 be of interest.

Let G be a graph, and G1, ..., Gt its edge components, t ~ 1. Then G is

a generalízed starlíke graph when one of the components, say G1, is starlike,

while G2, ..., Gt are complete subgraphs.

Theorem 2 Let H = Ke(G). Then G ís a generalízed starlíke graph íf and

only íf H ís a starlíke graph.

Proof: Let G be a generalized starlike graph and G1, ..., Gt its edge com-

ponents, t ~ 1, where G1 is a starlike graph and G2, ..., Gt are al1 com-

plete. Without loss of generality assume that G has no isolated vertices.

Let C, D1, ..., Ds be a starlike partition of G1, and C, C1, ..., Cs its corre-

sponding maximal cliques. Let H1 = Ke(G1). By Proposition 1, H1 has
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s + 1 maximal cliques C', Cf, ..., c;, and the vertices of C[ are the edges

of G1 having their both ends in Ci, 1 .:::; i.:::; s. Similarly for C'. Define

D~ = C[ \ C'. We show that C', D~, ..., D~ is a starlike partition of H1.

Observe that the vertices of D~ are the edges of G1 having at least one of

its ends in Di .

In the sequel, we show that C', D~, ..., D~ is a partition of V(H1). Ex-

amine the intersections of these subsets. Clearly, C' n D~ = 0, by definition.

S u ppose that D~ n Dj :;zf 0, i :;zf j, and let v E V ( H 1) be a vertex of this in-

tersection. By the above observation, v is an edge of G1 having at least one

end in Di, and at least one end in Dj. The existence of such an edge contra-

dicts the fact that C, D1, ..., D8 is a starlike partition of G1. Consequently,

C', D~, ...,D~ is indeed a partition of V(H1).

It remains to show that the partition is starlike. Let u E D~ and v E Dj.

Then u is an edge of G1 with at least one end in Di, while v has at least one

end in D j. If i :;zf j, because G1 is starlike, there is no clique of G1 containing

both edges u and v. Therefore the pair uv is not an edge of H1. While if

i = j, consider z E NHl [u]. If z E CI, then z E NHl [v]. When z It C:, since

uz E E(H1), there exists Ck, such that u, z E Ck. Clearly, i :;zf k. Therefore

u E C: n Ck. Since u It C', it follows that u E D~ n Dk, contradicting

the fact that C' , D~ , ..., D~ is a partition. Therefore the situation z It C:

does not occur, meaning that NHl [u] ç NHl [v]. Similarly, NHl [v] ç NHl [u].

Consequently, NHl [u] = NHl [v] and, by definition, H1 is a starlike graph with
t . t . C' D' D'

parllon , 1'...' 8.

Finally, consider the remaining edge components of G. Clearly, the graph

defined by G2, ..., Gt is a generalized block graph. By Proposition 3, its edge

clique graph is formed by a collection of vertex disjoint cliques. Consequently,

H is a starlike graph with partition C', D~, ..., D~, D~+l' ..., D~+t-l.

Conversely, let H = K e ( G) be a starlike graph. The aim is to prove that G

is a generalized starlike graph. Let H1, ..., Ht be the connected components

of H. By Proposition 2, G is formed by the edge components G1, ..., Gt,

where Hi = I{e( Gi), with the possible addition of isolated vertices. Since H
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is starlike, at most one of its connected components, say H1, is not complete.

Examine H1 and G1. Let C', D~, ..., D~ be a starlike partition of H1, and

C', C~, ..., C~ its corresponding maximal cliques. By Proposition 1, G1 has

exactly s + 1 maximal cliques C, C1, ..., C8' corresponding to C', C~, ..., C~,

respectively. Define Di = Ci \ C, 1 ::; i::; s. The following facts will be

useful.

Fact 1 u,v E Ci n Cj, u # v and i # j => u,v E C.

Since u # v and u, v E Ci n Cj, it follows that the edge uv of G is a vertex

of H1 belonging to C: and Cj. Because H1 is starlike and i # j, c:nCj ç C'.

Hence uv is a vertex of C', implying that u, v E C .

Fact 2 Di n Dj # 0 and i # j => C n Ci n Cj = 0.

Let i # j and u E Di n Dj. Suppose there exists v E C n Ci n Cj. Then

u # v, because u ft C. In addition, it follows that u, v E Ci n Cj. Applying

Fact 1, conclude that u, v E C, contradicting u ft C. Consequently, no such

v mayexist.

Fact 3 Di n Dj # 0, C n Ci # 0 and i # j => C n Cj = 0.

Let i # j, u E Di n Dj and x E C n Ci. Suppose there exists y E C n Cj.

By Fact 2, x ft Cj. Then x, y and u are mutually adjacent vertices of G1.

That is, xu and yu are adjacent vertices of H1. Note that xu is a vertex of

Di, because x, u E Ci and u ft C. Similarly, yu is in Dj. Since C', D~, ..., D~

is a starlike partition of H1, Di n Dj = 0, meaning that xu and yu do not

belong to a common clique of G1, a contradiction. Hence there can be no

y E C n Cj.

Fact 4 C n Ci # 0.

Suppose C n Ci = 0, for some i. Since H1 is the edge clique graph of G1,

c'nc: = .0. Because H1 is starlike, the latter implies that H1 is disconnected,

a contradiction. Hence C n Ci # 0.

The idea is to prove that C, D1, ..., D8 is a starlike partition of G1. The

following argument shows that C, D1, ..., D8 is a partition of V(G1). We

remind that C n Di = 0, by definition. Suppose there exists i and j, such
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that Di n Dj # 0 and i # j. By Fact 3, either C n Ci = 0 or C n Cj = 0,

contradicting Fact 4. Therefore, C, D1, ..., D8 is indeed a partition of V(G1).

In the sequel, examine a pair of vertices u,v E V(G1), u # V, u E Di and

v E Dj. Suppose i # j and uv E E(G1). Consequently, u and v belong to

some maximal clique Ck. Since u, v lt C, it follows u, v E Dk. If k = i, then

DjnDk # 0. If k # i, the consequence is DjnDk # 0. Any ofthese situations

contradicts C, D1, ..., D8 to be a partition of V(G1). Therefore uv lt E(G1).

Examine the second alternative i = j, and consider z E NG1 [u]. If z E Ci,

then z E NGl [V]. When z lt Ci, since uz E E(G1), there exists Ck, such that

u, z E Ck. Clearly, i # k. Therefore u E Ci n Ck. Since u lt C, it follows

that u E Di n Dk, contradicting the fact that C, D1, ..., D8 is a partition.

Therefore the situation z lt Ci does not occur, meaning that NGl [u] ç NGl [V].

Similarly, NGl [V] ç NGl [u]. Consequently, NGl [u] = NGl [V], implying that

G1 is a starlike graph with partition C, D1, ..., D8.

Finally, consider the remaining connected components H2, ..., Ht of H.

Each one is a complete graph. Therefore, by Propostion 3 the corresponding

edge components G2, ..., Gt of G are also complete graphs. Consequently, G

is a generalized starlike graph. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. .

Corollary 1 Let H = K e ( G) .If G is starlike, so is H. If H is starlike and

connected, then G is starlike.

Another consequence of Theorem 2 is that if H is starlike and an edge

clique graph, then there is a starlike graph G such that Ke(G) = H. Hence,

the class of edge clique graphs of starlike graphs coincides with that of starlike

graphs which are edge clique graphs.

4 Starlike-Threshold Graphs

In this section we study the problems related to edge clique graphs and

starlike-threshold graphs. The following definition is similar to that of the

previous section, for starlike graphs.
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Let G be a graph, and G1, ..., Gt its edge components, t ~ 1. Then G is

a generalized starlike-threshold graph when one of the components, say G1,

is starlike-threshold, while G2, ..., Gt are complete subgraphs.

Theorem 3 Let H = Ke(G). Then G is a generalized starlike-threshold

graph if and only if H is a starlike-threshold graph.

Proof: Let G be a generalized starlike-threshold graph, G1, ..., Gt its non

trivial edge components, while assuming that there are no trivial ones. Hence

G1 is a starlike-threshold graph and G2, ..., Gt are complete. Let H = Ke( G)

and H1, ..., Ht be the connected components of H. That is, Hi = Ke(Gi).

We prove that H is starlike-threshold.

Let C, D1, ..., Ds be a starlike-threshold partition of G1, with maximal

cliques C,C1,...,CS, where Di = Ci \ C and C n C1 ç ...ç C n Cs. By

Theorem 2, H1 is a starlike graph, with a starlike partition C', D~, ..., D~

and maximal cliques C', C~, ..., C;, with D~ = C; \ C'. It remains to show

that C' n c: ç C' n C:+1. Let v E C' n c:. Then v is an edge of G1,

having its both ends in C n Ci. Since C n Ci ç C n Ci+l, the edge v has its

both ends also in C n Ci+l. Consequently v E C' n c:+1, meaning that G1

is starlike-threshold. Since G2, ..., Gt are complete graphs, H2, ..., Ht are

also complete graphs and assuming that D~+l = V(Hi+l)' 1 :<:; i:<:; t- 1, it

follows that H is starlike-threshold, and C', D:+1 , ..., D~+t-l , D~ , ..., D: a

starlike-threshold partition of it.

Conversely, let H be a starlike-threshold graph and H1, ..., Ht its con-

nected components, where H2, ..., Ht are alI complete subgraphs. Denote

by C', D~ , ..., D~ a starlike-threshold partition of H1, and C', C~ , ..., C; its

corresponding maximal cliques. Let H = Ke(G). Then G consists of the

non trivial edge components G1, ..., Gt with possibly an arbitrary number

of additional isolated vertices. By Theorem 2, G1 is a starlike graph while

G2, ..., Gt are complete subgraphs. Let C, D1, ..., Ds be the starlike parti-

tion of G1, corresponding to H1, and C, C1, ..., Cs its maximal cliques, with

Di = .Ci \ C. It remains to prove that C n Ci ç C n Ci+l. Since H1 is
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connected, it follows that IC' n CII ~ 1, implying IC n Cil ~ 2. Choose,

arbitrarily, a pair of distinct vertices u,v E C n Ci. Then uv E E(G1) is an

edge of G1 with its both ends in C n Ci. Consequently, H1 contains a vertex

uv E C'nci. Because H1 is starlike-threshold, it follows that uv E c'ncI+l.

This means that uv is an edge of G1 having its both ends in C n Ci+l. That

is, u, v E C n Ci+l, implying that Cn ci ç Cn Ci+l. Therefore C, D1, ..., D8

is indeed a starlike-threshold partition of G1. Since H2, ..., Ht are complete

graphs so are G2, ..., Gt. Hence G is a generalized starlike-threshold graph,

as required. .

Corollary 2 Let H = Ke(G). If G is starlike-threshold, so is H. If H is

starlike-threshold and connected, then G is starlike-threshold.

By similar reasons of that presented in the previous section, we have that

the class of edge clique graphs of starlike-threshold graphs is equal to the

class of starlike-threshold graphs which are edge clique graphs.

Below, we describe exactly which starlike-threshold graphs are edge clique

graphs. In special, the necessary condition for a graph to be an edge clique

graph, given by Proposition 1, is shown to be sufficient for starlike-threshold

graphs.

Theorem 4 Let H be a starlike-threshold graph. Then H is an edge clique

graph if and only if its maximal cliques and intersections of maximal cliques

are triangular .

Proof: We need only to prove the sufficiency. By hypothesis, H is a starlike-

threshold gra.ph in which all its maximal cliques and intersections of max-

imal cliques are triangular. Without loss of generality, assume that H is

connected, otherwise apply the techniques already employed in Theorems 2

and 3. We show that there exists a (starlike-threshold) graph G, such that
H = Ke(G). Let C',D~,...,D~ be a starlike-threshold partition of H, and

C' , C~ , ..., C; its corresponding maximal cliques. Since C' , C~ , ..., C; and
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C' n CI are all triangular cliques, there are positive integers c, Ci, ni satis-
fying IC'I = (~), ICII = (~), IC' n CII = (~i), 1 ~ i ~ s. Observe that

a starlike-threshold graph is uniquely determined by the numbers s, ICI,

ICil and IC n Cil, 1 ~ i ~ s. We construct G, by describing a starlike-

threshold partition C, D1, ..., Ds of it, with corresponding maximal cliques

C, C1, ..., Cs, where Di = Ci \ C.

Start by defining C as a clique of cardinality c. Afterwards, define no = O,

Co = 0 and for 1 ~ i ~ s, construct Ci as follows. Define C n Ci =

(C n Ci-1) U Ci, where Ci* ç C \ Ci-1 and ICi*1 = ni -ni-1. Further, define

a clique Di as consisting by Ci -ni new vertices. Finally, for each pair of

vertices u,v E V(G), such that u E Cn Ci and v E Di, include in G the

edge uv. Consequently, Ci is a maximal clique formed by Ci vertices. The

construction of G is completed.

Note that the above construction requires the existence of a clique Ci* ç
C \ Ci-1, possibly empty, of cardinality ICil = ni -ni-1. However, this

is true by the following simple fact. Since the partition C', D~, ..., D~ is

starlike-threshold, C' n CI-1 ç C' n CI and therefore ni-1 ~ ni. Because
IC n Ci-11 = ni-1 and c > ni it follows that there exists Ci* ç C, as required.

Consequently, C is a maximal clique and C n Ci is constructed successfully.

So is Di, since Ci > ni. Because ni is a positive integer, G has no isolated

vertices.

Clearly, G is a starlike graph, because C, D1, ..., Ds is a starlike partition

of it. In addition, Cn Ci-1 ç CnCi. Then G is a starlike-threshold graph. It

remains to show that H = Ke(G). Let H" be the edge clique graph of G. By

Theorem 3, H" is a starlike-threshold graph, with corresponding partition
C" D " D" d . 1 1. C" C" C" h D " C" \ C", l' ..., 8 an maxlma c lques , l' ..., s' w ere i = i ,

and C" n CI~l ç C" n CI'. Since ICI = c, IC"I = (~) .Examine each

maximal clique CI' of Hf1. From the definitions of C n Ci and Ci, we derive
IC" n CI'I = (;i) and ICI'I = (~). Comparing H and H" we conclude that

they coincide. Consequently, H is an edge clique graph. .

Theorem 4 can not be extended to starlike graphs. For example, the
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graph of Figure 1 is starlike, satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4, but is not

an edge clique graph.

5 Split and Threshold Graphs

In this section, we examine edge clique graphs of split and threshold graphs.

In addition, we describe the split graphs which are edge clique graphs and we

solve the inverse problem for this class. The following definitions are useful.

Let G be a graph, and G1, ..., Gt its edge components, t :;::: 1. Then G is

a generalized split graph when one of the components, say G1, is split, while

each of G2, ..., Gt consists of a single edge.

Let G be a starlike graph, with partition C, D1, ..., D8 and maximal

cliques C, C1, ..., C8, where Di = Ci \ C. Say that G is singular when

IC n Cil = ('~il), for all1 ~ i ~ s.

Theorem 5 Let H = Ke(G). Then G is a generalized split graph ifand only

if H is a singular starlike graph.

Proof: Let G be a generalized split graph with G1, ..., Gt its edge compo-

nents. Assume that G has no isolated vertices and each of G2, ..., Gt consists

of a single edge. Let C, D1 , ..., D 8 be a split partition of G1 and C, C1, ..., C 8

its maximal cliques, with Di = Ci \ C. Hence IDil = 1.

Let H1 = Ke(G1). By Theorem 2, H1 is starlike. Let C',D~,...,D~

be the corresponding starlike partition of H1 and C', C~, ..., C; its maximal

cliques. We show that H1 is singular. Since IDil = 1 and denoting Di = {Vi},

N ( Vi) = C n Ci # 0. Therefore Di is formed by the set of edges of G1 incident

tOVi. HencelDil = Icncil. Meanwhile,byProposition 1, Ic'ncil = (IC~Cil).

Consequently, IC' n Cil = (I~i!) implying that H1 is singular. Therefore, H

is singular

Conversely, let H = Ke(G), where H is a singular starlike graph. Let

H1, ..., Ht be the connected components of H. By Proposition 2, G is formed

by the. non trivial edge components G1, ..., Gt where Hi = Ke(Gi) and we
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drop the trivial ones. By Theorem 2, one of these components, say G1, is

starlike, whereas the remaining are alI complete subgraphs. Let C, D1 , ..., D s

and C' , D~ , ..., D~ be corresponding starlike partitions of G1 and H1, respec-

tively, with C, C1, ..., Cs and C', C~, ..., C; the maximal cliques of these

graphs. We show that G1 is a split graph. We know that C' n c: #

0, otherwise H1 is disconnected, a contradiction. Because H1 is singular ,
IC' n C:I = (1~:I) .Since IC' n C:I = CC~Cil) and IC' n C:I > O it follows

that ID~I = IC n Cil. Because ID~I = C~il) + IDillC n Cil, we conclude that

IDil = 1. Consequently, G1 is a split graph.

Finally, examine the remaining edge components. Because H is star-
like, Hi = Ke(Gi), and G2, ..., Gt are complete, it follows that each of

the connected components H2, ..., Ht must be induced by a clique. That

is, C', D~, ..., D~, D~+l ..., D~+t-l is a starlike partition of H, satisfying
C' n c; = 0, for j > s. Since H is singular, IC' n C;I = C~jl). The lat-

ter implies IDjl = 1, that is, Dj is an isolated vertex. Consequently, each of

the connected components H2, ..., Ht consists of an isolated vertex, meaning

that each G2, ..., Gt is an edge component with two vertices. Consequently,

G is a generalized split graph. .

Corollary 3 Let H = Ke( G) .If G is a split graph, then H is a singular

starlike graph. If H is a connected singular starlike graph, then G is a split

graph.

In the sequeI, we examine which split graphs are edge clique graphs. We

conclude that these graphs are very restricted.

Theorem 6 Let H be a split graph. Then H is an edge clique graph if and

only if H consists of a triangular clique, together with zero or more additional

isolated vertices.

Proof: Let H be a split graph and an edge clique graph. Then the vertices of

H can be split into a clique C and an independent set I. Because H is an edge

14



clique graph, C must be triangular. Suppose the theorem false. Then 1/12 1

and I is not a collection of isolated vertices. Consequently, there exists v E I,

such that NH(V) # 0. Clearly, NH[V] is a maximal clique of H, while NH(V)

is an intersection of maximal cliques. These conditions imply that N H( v) and

NH[V] must be both triangular. Since they differ by one, there are no more

than two possibilities: INH(v)1 = O or INH(v)1 = 1. The first alternative does

not occur because NH(V) # 0. In the second case, INH(v)1 = 1, v has an

unique neighbour w E C. This implies that the vertices v, w form a maximal

clique of size two, meaning that it is not triangular. Hence, H is not an

edge clique graph, a contradiction. Consequently, H is a triangular clique

together with zero or more isolated vertices.

The converse is straightforward. .

The problem of characterizing which are the graphs whose edge clique

graphs are split graphs also has a simple solution. Namely, the class is

formed by the graphs with at most one edge component being a complete

graph and the others consisting of a single edge or vertex.

Finally, we consider edge clique graphs and threshold graphs. The fol-

lowing definition is similar to the case of split graphs.

A graph with edge components G1, ..., Gt is a generalized threshold graph

when one of the components, say G1, is a threshold graph and each of

G2, ..., Gt consists of a single edge.

From Theorem 1, it follows that edge clique graphs of threshold graphs

can be described by combining the corresponding results for starlike-threshold

and split graphs. Therefore, the theorem below is a consequence of Theo-

rems 1, 3 and 5.

Theorem 7 Let H = Ke( G) .Then G is a generalized threshold graph if and

only if H is a singular starlike-threshold graph.

Corollary 4 Let H = K e ( G) .If G is a threshold graph, then H is a singular

starlike-threshold graph. If H is a connected singular starlike-threshold graph)

then G is a threshold graph.

15



Concl usions

We have described characterizations relative to edge clique graphs and four

subclasses of chordal graphs. We have solved the inverse problem for these

classes and described which starlike-threshold, split and threshold graphs are

edge clique graphs. It remains to characterize which starlike graphs are edge

clique graphs.
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